We investigate the pseudo-spin edge states for flexural waves in a perforated phononic plate, which behaves an elastic analogue of the quantum spin Hall effect. We utilize finite element method to analyze the dispersion for flexural waves based on Mindlin's plate theory. Topological transition takes place around a double dirac cone at Γ point by adjusting the sizes of perforated holes. We develop an effective hamiltonian to describe the bands around the two doublely degenerated states and analyze the topological invariants. This further leads us to observe the topologically protected edge states localized at the interface between two lattices. We demonstrate the unidirectional propagation of the edge waves along topological interface, as well as their robustness against defects and sharp bends.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of topological insulators [1] [2] [3] , which can exhibit topologically protected edge states propagating in a single direction along the sample edges, has opened a new chapter in the research realm of condensed matter physics. The edge states are immune to backscattering from disorder or sharp bends because of the underlying topology of the band structures. Recently these concepts in quantum systems have been extended to the field of photonic [4] [5] [6] , acoustic [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and elastic [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] systems, due to their potential practical applications in wave guiding, isolating, filtering, etc.
Topologically protected states in acoustic and mechanical systems become a research focus very recently. Breaking the time-reversal symmetry and mimicking the quantum Hall effect (QHE) [7-9, 20, 21] in mechanical and acoustic systems requires external active components, such as gyroscope and circulating fluid flow, which adds complexity to the systems and remains challenging to practical realization. Another scheme to acheive topological states is establishing acoustic/mechanical analogues to the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE) [10] [11] [12] [13] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , which makes use of the two irreducible representions of C 6v point group symmetry to construct (pseudo) spin Hall states. Forming a double dirac cone to increase the degrees of freedom is essential to realize the acoustic/mechanical analogue of QSHE, since Kramers doublet exists in the form of two double degenerate states (pseudo spin states can be constructed by the hybridization of two pairs of degenerate bloch modes).
Different from acoustic waves, elastic waves in plates exhibit much more complex dispersion behaviors due to the existence of both longitudinal and shear waves, and moreover, the reflections and couplings at the stress-free boundaries. Elastic plates have become an attractive platform for the study of topological states for both academic and practical interests very recently. These investigations mainly focus on the lamb modes [24] [25] [26] 30 ] * Corresponding author: yukp@hit.edu.cn and flexural modes [23, [27] [28] [29] in plates with perforated holes [24] [25] [26] or resonators [23, [27] [28] [29] [30] , forming elastic analogues of QSHE [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] or quantum valley Hall effect (QVHE) [29, 30] . In this paper, we report the observation of topologically protected edge states for flexural waves in plates with solely honeycomb arranged circular holes. Our design strategy is free of fabrication complexity, providing an ideal platform for practical applications for elastic QSHE analogues with flexible tunability.
The structure of this work is outlined as follows, in Sec.II, we present the dispersion analysis of flexural waves based on Mindlims plate theory using finite element method (FEM). In Sec.III, we show the band inversion process and study the topology of the band structures. In Sec.IV, we consider a ribbon-shaped suppercell composed topological trival and non-trival cells, and show the existence of a pair of topological edge states. This is followed in section Sec.V by a full wave simulation to check the topological protected pseudo-spin dependent flexural wave transport. A brief summary and discussion of this paper is provided in section Sec.VI.
II. DISPERSION ANALYSIS FOR PERFORATED PHONONIC PLATES
We consider a flat thick plate with hexagonal arranged perforated holes, as Fig.1 shows. Two types of unit cells are highlighted by red hexagon and blue rhomb in Fig.1  (a) . The hexagonal cell (primitive unit cell) can clearly illustrate the honeycomb arrangement pattern and the C 6v symmetry of our system, but the complex boundaries may bring some inconvenience in the following analysis. Therefore, we choose a bigger rhombic shaped unit cell, shown in Fig.1 (b) . s 1 and s 2 denote the two lattice vectors. The plate material is acrylic glass, with Young's modulus E = 3.20GPa, Poisson's ratio ν = 0.33 and mass density ρ = 1062kg/m 3 . a 0 = 0.05m and a = √ 3a 0 are the lattice constants of the hexagonal and rhombic unit cells, and the plate thickness is set to be h = 0.12a 0 .
Dispersion analysis for flexural waves propagating in plate structures in this paper is based on Mindlims plate theory, which is an extension of classical Kirchhoff plate theory by taking into account the first order shear deformation [32] . We employ FEM to calculate the dispersion relation in phononic crystal plate described above.
Because of the periodic nature of phononic plate, the studying domain can be limited within a single unit cell on the basis of floquet-bloch theorem. A four-node bi-linear isoparameter element derived in the framework of variational principle [33] is employed to discretize the unit cell and to obtain an eigenvalue problem K 0 −ω 2 M 0 U 0 = 0. Applying the floquet-bloch periodic condition in FEM anaysis is equivalent to a nodal displacement transformation U = PU 0 , where P is a k-dependent matrix, as stated in our earlier work Ref. [34] . Therefore, by solving the following hermitian eigenvalue problem
in which K and M denote the reduced stiffness matrix and reduced mass matrix, respectively. we would like to note that K = P † K 0 P, M = P † M 0 P are both hermitian and k-dependent. Here † represents hermitian transpose.
By solving the hermitian eigenvalue problem Eq.(1) with k varing along the edges of the first irreducible brillouin zone (IBZ), we can obtain the dispersion relation ω = ω(k).
III. TOPOLOGICAL PHASE TRANSITION
A. Band Inversion Double dirac cone plays an important role in imitating the quatumn spin Hall effects in classical periodical systems. The emergence of a double dirac cone at Γ point can be achieved by varying the radii of perforated holes such that r 1 = r 2 (= r 0 ) while their locations remain unchanged. When all the holes possess the same size, we observe a double dirac cone at the BZ center. Fig.2 (a) shows the band structure of the presented phononic plate in the case of r 0 = 0.20a 0 . A four-fold degenerated state is observed at the frequency f = 6452Hz at Γ point. Moreover, in the vicinity of Γ, four braches of dispersion curves touch at the degenerate point linearly (see Appendix C), in other words, a double dirac cone has been formed. The four-fold degeneracy will be splitted into doublely degenerated dipolar states (p) and doublely degenerated quadrupolar states (d) if the raddi of the holes are tuned. We adjust r 1 in the range of [0.9r 0 , 1.1r 0 ] with a restriction that 2r 1 + r 2 = 3r 0 . The results plotted in Fig.2 (b) show that the gap between the p and d states closes and reopens as r 1 is tuned from 0.9r 0 to 1.1r 0 . It is worth noting that r 2 = r 0 when r 1 = r 0 under the condition that 2r 1 + r 2 = 3r 0 , therefore, the emergence of a double dirac cone takes place.
As Fig.2 (b) shows, adjusting r 1 such that r 1 < r 0 or r 1 > r 0 can both open a band gap. Below we will show band inversion process by perturbing parameters r 1 from less to greater than r 0 , which further leads to the topological transition from a topologically trival state to a nontrival state. Two cases are studied, case (I) for r 1 = 0.9r 0 and case (II) for r 1 = 1.1r 0 , both breaking the double dirac cone and openning a complete band gap, as shown in Fig with each other. We plot the out of plane displacement distribution w(x, y) of the eigen modes corresponding to the p and d states in Fig.2 
B. Topology of the Band Structures
In this section we will demonstrate that band inversion induces the topological phase transition of the band structures. To reveal the topological property of the band gaps in Fig.2 (c) and (d) , we employ the k · p perturbation method [35] to construct an effective Hamiltonian for the proposed phononic plate, and further calculate the topological invariant, i.e., spin chern number. The stiffness matrix K(k) in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as the summation of K(k 0 ) and a perturbated term K(∆k) approximately by using the Taylor series. So Eq.(1) can be expressed as
in which K ≈ k x K x +k y K y , and K x , K y are constant matrices (that can be calculated from Eq.(A1) in Appendix A). we note that in Eq.(2) the pertubation term of mass matrix is neglected, which does not decrease the accuracy of our analysis because it is a higher order small quantity. All the eigenvalues(ω 2 k0,n ) and eigenvectors(U k0,n ) at Γ point (k 0 = 0) can be calculated beforehand, and we expand the eigenvector in Eq.(1) into linear combination of U k0,n ,
Substituting Eq.(3) into Eq. (1), and making use of the orthogonality realation U k0,m |M|U k0,n = δ mn , we can obtain that
in which H mn = U k0,m |k x K x + k y K y |U k0,n is the first order perturbation term, and H 0 = diag{ω 2 k0,n } is a diagnal matrix. One should note that Eq.(4) still describes the eigenvalue problem in the entire space. Here we develop an effective Hamiltonian to describe the dispersion around the two doublely degenerate states in a subspace, i.e., span{|p x , |p y , d x 2 −y 2 , |d xy }. Following the approach introduced in Refs. [6, 10, 11] , we can obtain the matrix elements of the 4 × 4 effective Hamiltonian on the
where the second term comes from the second order perturbation [6, 10, 11] 
The obtained effective Hamiltonian in Eq.(C1) shares a similar form with Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang (BHZ) model for CdTe/HgTe/CdTe quantum well [36] , indicating that our perforated phononic plate can behave a "spim' Hall effect. We can further calculate the spin chern number [10, 11] 
Since the sign of M changes from positive (ω k0,p < ω k0,d ) to negative (ω k0,p > ω k0,d ), and noticing the sign of B does not change (numerical results: B I = −2.917e6, B II = −3.220e6), we can conclude that M B < 0 before band inversion, thus C ± = 0. While after the band inversion, we have M B > 0 and C ± = ±1, indicating the topological transition from trival to non-trival band structure has taken place.
IV. TOPOLOGICAL EDGE STATES
To confirm the existence of topologically protected edge states for flexural waves in our system, we consider a ribbon-shaped suppercell, constructed by 16 unit cells in s 2 direction (8 topologically trival and 8 non-trival unit cells are arranged adjacently along the s 2 direction, and in s 1 direction the system is still assumed to be periodic. Fig.3 (a) shows the calculated projected band structure of the suppercell in ΓK direction. For pure lattice structure I or structure II, there exists a complete band gap and the two gaps share a common frequency range [6318Hz, 6625Hz], but the result shows that band structure for the supperlattice is gapless, and a pair of topological edge states (blue and red solid lines) exist evidently in the overlapped bulk band gap frequency regime of the two types of lattices. We take two specified states as an example. As Fig.3 (a) shows, the two states with opposite group velocities belong to different branches of these edge states (marked by state A and state B). (b) unambiguously demonstrates that A and B states are localized at the lattice-interface since the deformation amplitude decreases rapidly with the distance from the lattice interface. We plot the time-averaged poynting vectors of two adjacent unit cell at the interface by black arrows. The power flow of the center regions of each unit cell is anti-clockwise for state A, and clockwise for state B, unveilling the pseudo spin up and down characteristics of each state.
V. ROBUST ONE-WAY EDGE WAVE PROPAGATION A. Topologically Directional Wave Guiding
Full wave simulations for flexural waves propagation in a finite lattice (15 × 26 cells) is carried out via COMSOL Multiphysics, as shown in Fig.4 . The present sample is composed of two different lattices (type I and type II), separated by a "Z" shape domain wall. The finite lattice is surrounded by perpectly matched layers (PML) so that the output waves cannot be reflected back into the sample. Edge states show up in pairs in the bulk band gap frequency range, which increases the difficulty to excite an unidirectional transport. We utilize multiple sources with phase differences to overcome this challenge, i.e., to selectively excite the directional up (down) going topological edge state. The harmonic force sources F i = F 0 exp(iϕ i ) are shown in the right panel of Fig.4 (a) . Note that they possess the same amplitude F 0 but different phases ϕ i . Fig.4 (b) and (c) show the energy density distribution of the excited unidirectional topological edge states at frequency of 6500Hz. When the excitation phases are chosen to be 0, π/2, −π/2, 0, only the state with positive group velocity is excited and therefore the wave propagation is upward (Fig.4 (b) ). In addition, when arriving at the sharp bend (120
• ), as we can see, the edge wave travels along the interface with negligible relfections at the bend. On the other hand, when the phases are set to be 0, −π/2, π/2, 0, directional transport (down going) and robustness against a sharp bend are again observed in Fig.4 (c) . We would like to note that the excitation phases are determined by the argument distribution of the edge states, as shown in Fig.5 .
B. Robust Wave Propagation
The symmetry protected flexural wave propagation of our topological wave guide is stydied by intentionally introducing different defects. For comparison, wave propagation in conventional wave guides with the same defects is also studied. Topological wave guide studied here is constructed by the topological trival lattice (structure I) and nontrival lattice (structure II), as addressed in Sec.V A. Conventional wave guide is realized by simply removing a set of holes along a desired path in lattice I.
The first example is a straight wave guide with additional point defects, as Fig.6 (a) shows. For topological wave guide, the normally incident waves can travel through the entire sample, and no backscattering is observed obviously at the point defect. As for the conventional wave guide, strong backscattering are observed so that no output waves can be detected at the right port. The second example studies the wave propagating along a path with sharp bends for both types of structures. Simulation results in Fig.6 (b) show that waves in topological lattice are backscattering-free against sharp bends while waves in conventional wave guides are not. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have proposed a perforated phononic plate and studied the pseudo-spin states for flexural waves propagation based on Mindlims plate theory. A double dirac cone is observed at Γ by carefully adjusting the size of perforated holes. We have shown that a topological phase transition takes place due to the band inversion by perturbating the radii of the holes while preserving the C 6v point goup symmetry. An effective Hamiltonian is developed to describe the topological properties of the band structures and to calculate topological invariants, i.e., the spin chern number. In addition, the projected dispersion of a ribbon-shaped finite suppercell with topologically trival and nontrival cells arranged adjacently is investigated. Result shows the existence of a pair of topological edge states located within the bulk gap range, which support two pseudo-spin states. With full wave simulations, we observe the robust unidirectional transport of topologically protected edge states for flexural waves. Observation in this paper paves a new way for the studies and practical applications in the fields of wave guiding, vibration isolating, filtering and elastic diodes.
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We acknowledge Rajesh Chaunsali (University of Washington) gratefully for fruitful discussions. For the dispersion calculation of periodic systems, we should apply the Bloch-Floquet conditions on the periodic edge pairs of the unit cell. As Fig.7 shows, the unit cell is devided into 9 parts, which include the inner domain marked by region 1, left and righ edges 2 and 3, bottom and top edges 4 and 5, and the rest four corners: region 6, 7, 8 and 9.
The Bloch-Floquet conditions states that in which k is wave vector, a 1 , a 2 are the two lattice vectors. From Eq.(A1) we can reduce the displacement vector U 0 which consists of all of the nodal displacements to a "reduced" vector U whose components are the nodal displacements of region 1, 2, 4 and 6, expressed as
where In this section, we will check the accuracy of the proposed FEM for flexural wave analysis. Both 2D model based on Mindlin's plate theory and 3D model based on elastic dynamic equation
are utilized to analyze the dispersion of the present plate. The blue solid lines in Fig.8 represent the dispersion curves obtained from Mindlin's plate theory model, and the green circles represent dispersions of elastic solid model. By comparing these two set of results we can find that the plate model can accurately describe the flexural wave modes for a thick plate and efficiently eliminate other types of wave modes (SH modes and in-plane extensional modes) which are not our research interests in this paper. We note that each root is two-fold, indicating the two cones are uniform. Around Γ point, dispersions obtained from our k · p method agree well with those from FEM, as shown in Fig.9 .
